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1: Kids Crafts, Kids Activities, Worksheets, Coloring Pages and More | All Kids Network
Phonics Worksheets by Level, Preschool Reading Worksheets, Kindergarten Reading Worksheets, 1st Grade Reading
Worksheets, 2nd Grade Reading Wroksheets. Covering, Letters of the Alphabet, Short Vowels, Beginning and Ending
Consonants, Long Vowels, Vowel Digraphs, S Blends, R Blends, L Blends, R-controlled Vowels, Special Vowels,
Diphthongs and more.

Practice the basic long and short vowel sounds. Plain, clear, and repeatable. This being said, we all know that
it can also be hard to find the time necessary to be able to dictate the repeat practice and drill that is necessary
for mastery of phonic sounds. Videos are handy for easy audio-visual reinforcement. On these phonics videos
the flash cards have the phonic sounds together with the right letters. No more saying the wrong sound with
the right card! This is SO important. Also, the cards will always be right-side up. Perhaps English is your
second language? Review, Review, Review Most of our worksheets have two to four pages for extended and
varied practice, so this can be way too much for little children. Assign only one page in the beginning. Give
them your time. It may save you time. Explicit instruction of isolated phonemes or phonograms - teaching the
alphabet sounds - offers kids a measure of certitude and phenomenal tools for future success. Once you teach
the basic phonics sounds; any spelling, vocabulary, writing, or reading comprehension worksheet becomes
practice phonics worksheets as well. Practice writing the letters and words is one of the main benefits of these
phonics blend worksheets. Printable Phonics Flashcards Use our printable phonics flashcards for teaching the
Phonics sounds. These have all three lines printed top line, mid-point, and base line so your children can see
where letters of the alphabet sit. So many times kids do not know where the descenders descend below the
base line as with the g, j, and p on the phonogram cards if there are no lines. Hopefully using the lines is
helpful to you, it was a huge help to my students. Try putting the lines on the board to see if your students
"get" the base line way much better. These free printable phonics flashcards match the phonics videos above.
Print one side of these phonogram cards to use with your own word clues, or print them double sided to see
the phonemic hints. Teaching children to become familiar with the the phonics sounds and the phonics rules is
the best method to explicitly teach the alphabet to any student, young or old, who wishes to read and write
well and to retain those skills. She learned from Dr. Orton and really emphasized that review is important. In
the beginning I spent a over a year teaching phonics without realizing how much the kids needed quick and
frequent review. Now that I do more review, my results as a teacher are WAY better. Easy review is the main
reason why I offer our practice worksheets. Beers does in her videos. We were both so glad that she could use
the streaming at home. Her entire program is very cost effective and is made so that you are able to learn the
system as you work by staying one page ahead of the students. What Are Dipthongs and Digraphs? Di means
two in Greek. Graph means write or letter. A digraph indicates, or stands for, a two letter sound. A digraph is
two letters representing one sound. A dipthong is the sound of the two letters. There are trigraphs dge, igh, tch
;and quadgraphs augh, eigh, and ough. Trigraphs have three letters and quad graphs have four. Digraphs are
two letters for one sound: The difference between digraphs and blends is that blends retain the sounds of the
individual letters. The individual letters retain their sounds, yet you say them slurred together. The same
applies to trigraph letters as digraphs. You can still hear the letter sounds. Trigraphs are three letters for one
sound: This is what makes the Orton phonics lessons so useful. Once your kids understand the letter sounds,
they can squish them together to make blends. This makes blends fun to learn! Phonemes And Graphemes
Okay. You hear the first and write or see the second. A phoneme is an isolated sound in a word. Phonemic
awareness simply means whether a student can discern the different sounds in a word. Discerning the sounds
of phonemes is easier when students live with people who pronounce their words well and is a huge boost in
being able to spell well. A grapheme is the written letters heard in a phoneme. Graph and gram mean to write.
These are also called phonograms, meaning the symbols of the sounds as written. If a student knows the letters
used in a grapheme when he or she hears phonemes, it is the beginning of being able to spell well. Phonics
Super Teacher Tribute I have dedicated these free Phonics worksheets and our other Phonics activities to the
memory of my Dad who was a super teacher and had spent time learning Phonics in Phoenix at 70 years
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young and then came home to teach his grandchildren. In the last few years before his death, he taught the
children of over 60 families the sounds of the phonograms - for free! Moms, Dads, babies, toddlers, and - of
course - students! Perhaps this is what freed Dad to work so energetically? Even slower students who know
the Phonics rules and who become handy with the Phonics sounds begin to advance quickly as soon as reading
makes sense to them. Once any student has the basic reading skills he is free to read, and thereby, to learn
almost anything! After you learn to read, you read to learn.
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2: Phonics Worksheets for Kindergarten, First, and Second Grade
Alphabet Worksheets for preschool and pre-k phonics learners, Teach children to write uppercase and lowercase letters
of the alphabet or capital and small letters of the alphabet, connect the dots, activities for preschool phonics learners,
suitable for children between the ages of 3 to 4.

Little - This pre-primer Dolch sight word recognition worksheet features the word little. Students will trace the
word, identify the word, fill in missing letters to spell the word, and complete sentences using the word little.
Phonics, Reading Readiness, and Reading Comprehension Worksheets Phonics Worksheets i Sound Short i
Phonogram Packet - Activities in this twelve page phonogram packet include, alphabetizing, sentence
completion, word search, word scrambles and more. The activities are appropriate for the kindergarten through
second grade. The long i Sound Worksheet 3 - Unscramble the long i words and write them under each picture
The long i Sound Worksheet 2 - Students will read, rhyme, sort, and write words. The long i Sound Worksheet
1 - Rhyming words with the long i sound. All words are long a words. Jake and the long a Sound - Complete
the story and identify rhyming words using long a words from the word box. The Long a Sound - Three
worksheets available. These worksheets are appropriate for grades Ending Sound of Letter K - Color, cut and
paste pictures that end with the k sound into the book. Last Letter On the Farm Worksheets 2a-2c - Name each
picture and write the ending consonant for each word. Last Letter Animals - Color the pictures and complete
the spelling of dog, cat, pig, and fox. Beginning Sounds Beginning Sound of Letter M - Students will say the
name of each picture and color the pictures that begin with the M sound. The Sound of Letter b - Circle ten
things in this picture that begin with letter b. Beginning Sound of Letter B - Trace and print the uppercase and
lowercase letter b then complete the spelling of the words pictured. Farm Animal Letter Match - Match each
farm animal with the letter making the same beginning sound. Letters are c, d, g, p, and r. Halloween Letter
Match - Draw a line from each Halloween picture to the letter with the same beginning sound. Letters include
b, c, g, s, and w. The Beginning Sound of Fruit - Say the name of each fruit and circle the letter that makes the
beginning sound. The Beginning Sound of Vegetables - Say the name of each vegetable and circle the letter
that makes the beginning sound. Beginning Sounds of t, k, and f - Two kindergarten phonics worksheets are
available in this set. Ocean Letter Match - Match each picture to the letter with the same beginning sound.
Letters include c, f, l, s, and w. Beginning Sounds d, j, k, m, w - Say the name of each picture and circle the
letter with the same beginning sound. Beginning Sounds h, c, t, a, b - Name the pictures and circle the letter
that has the same beginning sound as the picture. Beginning Sounds - Circle the letter that makes the
beginning sound as the pictures shown. There are three worksheets in this set. Beginning Sounds of Letters Circle the words in each row that have the same beginning sound. Word Families Crab in a Cab - Read the
sentence, answer the questions, and trace and print the word crab. The Bouncing Ball - Color the picture, print
the word ball, read a sentence, and answer questions. Play With Clay - Read the sentence, answer three
questions, color the picture, and print the word clay. My Pet - Reading comprehension for k-1 featuring the et
word family. Word Families Poster - A poster showing 14 words that end with est. Word Families 1 - Fill in
the missing letters to correctly spell the words with est in them. Word Families - Complete each sentence with
the most appropriate est word. Word Families Poster - This printable displays thirteen words that end with
eep. Word Families 1 - Fill in the missing letters for the words sheep, sleep, keep, and deep. Vowel Digraphs
Complete the sentences using words from the word box. Vowel Digraphs Circle the word that names each
picture and write the word on the line. Phonics at the Zoo - Students must recognize the zoo animals to
correctly identify the beginning consonant sound on each worksheet. Phonics on the Farm - Students must
recognize the zoo animals to correctly identify the beginning consonant sound on each worksheet. A Birthday
Party - Complete each birthday party related word by adding a beginning consonant then match the word to
the picture. Beginning Consonants Worksheets - This set include two worksheets in which students draw a
line from each picture to the letter that begins its name. First Letter On the Farm - Write the beginning
consonant letter for each of the farm related words pictured. Beginning Consonants - This set includes five
worksheets covering the following beginning consonants: Beginning Consonants - Circle the picture in each
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row that has the same beginning sound as the first picture. Reading Readiness Spring is Here! See, Say, Write,
and Read - Read and print the words see, boy, and girl then complete the sentences using the words boy and
girl. Look, Think and Read - Students will mark the sentence telling what each dog is doing. Look, Think and
Read Worksheet 2 - Read the sentences and mark the sentence that describes the bunny in the picture. Look,
Think and Read Worksheet 3 - Look at each picture, read the sentences and mark the sentence describing the
picture. Look, Think and Read Worksheet 4 - Students will look at the pictures and identify the sentence that
describes the picture. Amazing Animals - Students will complete each sentence using a word from the word
box. Kids will also enjoy coloring the pictures on this worksheet. Wally the Word Detective - Recognizing
kindergarten Dolch words. Wally the Word Detective - Students will cross off the pre-primer Dolch words in
each group that are different from the bold word. Reading Readiness Worksheet 2 - Use the words book, chair,
hat, bike, and dog to complete sentences. Reading Readiness 1 - Complete each sentence with a word from the
word box then color the pictures. Reading Readiness Worksheet 6 - Students will use the words monkey,
jump, read, and long to complete the sentences. See, Say, Write, and Read - Students will look at the words
see, in, bunny and hat, say and print each word and read sentences containing the same words. See, Say, Read,
and Write - This reading readiness worksheet focuses on the words the, jump, and can.
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3: Free Kindergarten Phonics Worksheets | Kids Academy
Sounds and phonics worksheets for preschool and kindergarten, including beginning sounds, consonants, vowels and
rhyming. These worksheets help kids learn to use letters to make sounds and words.

Printable preschool worksheets and letters a-z tracing worksheets for teaching handwriting and tracing skills.
Learn to write uppercase and lowercase letters with these free printable alphabet worksheets for kindergarten
and preschool learners. This set includes 31 sets of worksheets all in high resolution PDF format. Learn to
colour, trace and write phonics eslphonicsworld with preschool printables. Write letters of the alphabet and
colour at esl phonics world. Preschool Worksheet - Letter Aa Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters
of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Bb
Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z.
Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Cc Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the
alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Dd Write
and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Preschool
Worksheet - Letter Ee Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and
circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letters A-E Write and trace uppercase and
lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to e. Click here to view Preschool
Worksheet - Letter Ff Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and
circle letters a to z. Practice phonics pages at phonics world. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter
Gg Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z.
Preschool Worksheet - Letter Hh Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the
picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Ii Write and trace uppercase
and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool
Worksheet - Letter Jj Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and
circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letters F-J Write and trace uppercase and
lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters f to j. Preschool Worksheet - Letter Kk
Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z.
Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Ll Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the
alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Mm
Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z.
Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Nn Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the
alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Preschool Worksheet - Letter Oo Write and trace
uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view
Preschool Worksheet - Letters K-O Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the
picture and circle letters k to o. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Pp Write and trace uppercase
and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool
Worksheet - Letter Qq Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and
circle letters a to z. Preschool Worksheet - Letter Rr Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the
alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Ss Write
and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here
to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Tt Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet,
colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letters P-T Write and
trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters p to t. Preschool
Worksheet - Letter Uu Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and
circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Vv Write and trace uppercase and
lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool
Worksheet - Letter Ww Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and
circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Xx Write and trace uppercase and
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lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Preschool Worksheet - Letter Yy
Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z.
Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letter Zz Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the
alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters a to z. Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Letters U-Z
Write and trace uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet, colour the picture and circle letters u to z.
Click here to view Preschool Worksheet - Vowels A, E, I ,O ,U Match uppercase and lowercase letters of the
alphabet, draw a line to the letters, colour the picture and learn vowels a, e, i, o ,u. Kids ESL Games Templates for game boards, survey printables, flash games, ppt games with mp3 sound and materials to
enhance the classroom experience for teachers and students.
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4: Free Beginning Sounds Letter A Phonics Worksheet for Preschool
Preschool Phonics Worksheets. The phonics worksheets serve as a learning tool to help associate alphabet letters with
sounds. Children should sound out each object in the worksheets so they can associate the beginning sound of each
item with the corresponding letter.

Primary emphasis is on teaching consonant sounds, short vowel sounds, long vowel sounds, digraphs ai, ee,
oa, etc , r-controlled vowels ar, er, ir, ur, or and common nouns associated with these sounds. Click any image
below to view activities. You can then change letter size, letter or line color, add arrows, starting dots or make
a blank line. You can also make custom alphlabet letter practice or phonics worksheets by typing any letter
combination you would like. While phonics is the skill of knowing the sounds made by letters in the alphabet,
phonemic awaress is the skill of identifying where that sound is located - at the beginning or end of a word. In
this activity, students look at each picture - say the picture word - and circle the letter to the left of the picture
if the sound is heard at the beginning of the word or circle the letter to the right of the picture if the sound is
heard at the end of the word. Each worksheet covers the same consonant sound, thereby allowing students to
fully concentrate on phonemic awareness. The consonant phonics sound is reinforced, however, since it does
occur in every word. Research shows the 1 reason for failure in learning to read is the inability to learn all
consonant and vowel sounds along with a lack of phonemic awareness skills. Click the worsheet icon at top to
access these high quality activities. Say each picture word slowly, emphasizing the sounds heard. Repeatedly
ask students - "Do you hear the "buh" sound at the beginning or end of the word? As you can see, this is a
powerful activity for teaching both phonics and phonemic awareness simultaneously. Note how we organize
the letter columns below each CVC word in these power phonics worksheets. Students circle the letter for the
beginning sound - then the letter for middle sound - and then circle the letter for the final sound. With only
two letter choices for each sound, correct answers improve dramatically. This results in a greatly improved
attitude toward learning - decreased frustration and heightened self-esteem. Five skill levels are used to guide
students through learning the sounds and 20 words in each Lesson. Skill 2 becomes a little more difficult as
students must now enter the first letter sound without viewing choices but choices still remain for the 2nd and
3rd sounds. Lesson 2 then teaches the 20 common long vowel words that follow the "Final-e rule" bike, cake,
kite, etc. Lessons 3, 4 and 5 teach common words with digraphs ai - ee - ie - oa - r-controlled vowels
ar-er-ir-ur-or and other advanced sounds. These worksheets can soon be done on the computer. This new
version called Mr. Ed Phonics Tutor , has a built in teacher that "jumps-in" to teach at the moment any wrong
answer is selected. In other words, every one of your students will now have a high quality tutor sitting next to
them while doing this activity. Ed Phonics project is currently converting our popular phonics worksheets to
electronic form so they can be done online. Ed, Ed is for Education , this new electronic version is identical to
the paper activities seen at left - except students can now use the computer to click the correct beginning,
middle and final sounds in each word. If an answer is not correct, Mr. Ed immediately "jumps-in" and teaches
the correct answer. This is known as immediate feedback and results in a greatly accelerated learning process.
Because our cartoon characters correct and teach every mistake, this makes for a powerful tutoring actiivity
that will keep students inolved for minutes without needing any teacher assistance. Ed and friends like to have
fun when teaching as well.
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5: 44+ Phonics Worksheets â• Practice Phonics Words Copywork
Kindergarten phonics worksheets help young children understand the relationship between sounds and written
symbols/letters. Our kindergarten phonics worksheets, include letter-sound recognition with pictures, rhyming words and
beginning letter sound to aid your child's learning process.

I recommend products I think will help you and your children. If you buy through my links I earn ad
commissions at no extra cost to you. There are three kids phonics activities on this page: The first Phonics
video has the 26 alphabetical letters with their first sounds. I like to teach some children this way first. It
spares confusing the sounds. Sharp students might as well learn it altogether. You can use this instruction with
both slow and faster children and I have fond that it has been what helps both to succeed. I think this is the real
test of whether a program is good or not. Does it help different learning styles in different children? PK-6
PrintNPractice Printable Worksheets by Subject This first video teaches the short vowel sounds and the first
sounds for the 26 letters of the alphabet. Teaching the alphabet is one thing, learning the sounds is another and
is actually much better for teaching phonics for reading skills. Reading and writing use the sounds not the
names of the alphabetical letters. This is super for preschool and kindergarten phonics and shows the main
sounds for the letters. Be careful not make it seem as if there are no other sounds. If you want a short cut in
learning to write and read go quickly to the second video. This has the sounds that Dr. Orton, Romalda
Spalding, and Wanda Sanseri recommend. This first video teaches the phonic sounds not the alphabet names.
These are super teacher, parent, and student-friendly since there is less chance for error and since many
students can view these with no supervision. Our video flash cards give the basic phonics lessons. They really
make the practice and review easy. They present each letter on the light blue ruled lines so that your students
can see where the letters sit on the base line. No cartoons or tricks either. On this point I keep at least the
bottom lines on my white board as I write so that the children know how letters are formed in relation to the
lines. The reading and writing foundation blocks that have stood the test of time are the phonetic alphabet
sounds and the spelling rules. The better your students are familiar with these two keys to reading
comprehension, the easier time they will have in the future with new reading words and learning the correct
spelling of words at higher levels. If you have faster students who are ready for all the sounds that the 26
letters make, you can use this video: Multi-Sounds Phonics Video - 26 Flash Cards This second video teaches
the several different phonic sounds that we use when reading and writing. Most of these only make their
second and subsequent sounds when there is a rule involved. This can be used with many phonics activities.
These sounds are good to know, but some students do not make sense of them until they also learn the Phonics
Rules. After they know the reason that a letter says a different sound, reading and writing both improve.
Printable Phonics Activities This worksheet is great for different phonics activities. Choose any activity for
practice that suits your situation. Practicing the parts of the words is what works. They truly will begin to read
new words without previous practice. List Of Phonograms for Phonics Activities Your students will have the
tools for learning new words on their own. This is a God-send in the later grades. It takes time to get to this
point, but it is so worth it. Along the way, if you review different phonics activities in little bits of time
frequently enough, your students will be able to read them automatically. This is called gaining automaticity.
Teaching reading well usually requires teaching phonics and the spelling rules. Using phonics is the keystone
to future reading comprehension success and reading freedom. We have found much better success using
explicit instruction, where one teaches the sounds first with no guessing, rather than implicit instruction. There
are more phonics activities here:
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6: Phonics Activities â• Kindergarten Phonics Videos
Preschool Phonics Worksheets and Printables If your kid is ready to start reading, our phonics worksheets are a great
place to start. We have all kinds of printables that are a great foray into the wonderful world of words.

March 25, 4 Comments good morning readers! She also likes to do puzzles. Next she reassembles them onto a
piece of construction paper and glues them down to complete the puzzle. This Constructive Playthings Cubical
Activity pack is a great activity for building logical thinking skills. Students recreate the image on the cards.
This is a fairly basic card, but they increase in skill level as you go through them. Students have to use spatial
reasoning to figure out how to make the shape work. We also like to play games with our unifix cubes and a
large die. This one is another unifix game called Unifix Sudoku , you can read more about it on my Living
Math post. And of course she loves to cut and paste with her missing numbers worksheet, included in my K4
Kindergarten curriculum. This is also in my K4 Kindergarten curriculum. Each time she picks the right one,
the pen lights up green and makes a happy sound. Do your kids love Do-A-Dot markers as much as mine?
Anytime we bring these out she loves it. I used a sharpie and wrote numbers on each of the little plastic clips
found at Wal-mart and then she counts the dots, and matches the clip with the correct number on it. Unless
otherwise indicated in the post, all of the activities can be found in my K4 Kindergarten Curriculum. I also
have a lot of free kindergarten worksheets on my free printables page! Is my Letter of the Week Preschool
Curriculum a little too easy for your student? Are you ready for something a little more challenging? Then the
K4 Curriculum is for you! The K4 Curriculum is geared towards kids ages who are kindergarten ready and
want a fun hands-on kindergarten curriculum. The K4 curriculum covers beginning reading and phonics skills
as well as basic math addition, subtraction, and skip counting skills and more!
7: Kindergarten Phonics Worksheets & Free Printables | www.enganchecubano.com
Learn Sounds that Start with the Letter A. This letter A preschool phonics worksheet helps kids identify the beginning
letter of common objects by sounding out the names of items.

8: Preschool Phonics Worksheets & Free Printables | www.enganchecubano.com
Phonics is an important tool that teachers use to build little learner's reading skills. By connecting written words with their
sounds, kids can learn to sound out words to build reading fluency and spelling skills.

9: 56 Free Phonics Worksheets and Phonemic Awareness Activities
Phonics and beginning sounds. Print out these free pdf worksheets to help your kids learn to recognize the sounds and
letters at the beginning of www.enganchecubano.com worksheets compliment the phonics and phonemic awareness
lessons in our online program.
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